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Foreword

Since the preparation of this report in 2019, much has happened globally and in the United States. From a global pandemic to severe drought and wildfire seasons in the West, the past two years have been dynamic. Regardless, dual-use solar maintains its potential to help decarbonize the electricity sector while achieving other important agricultural and conservation goals.

On the renewable energy policy front, President Biden’s Executive Order 14008 on “Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad” offered a federal push for climate change mitigation action. In the Pacific Northwest, Washington state is engaged in rulemaking to fully enact its 2019 Clean Energy Transformation Act, which requires 100% clean electricity by 2045, and Oregon passed legislation during its 2021 session that sets a 100% clean target by 2040. Oregon’s 2021 legislation follows Governor Brown’s 2020 Executive Order 20-04 directing state agencies to reduce and regulate greenhouse gas emissions. The federal support and focus on climate change, coupled with state-level legislation, could provide a much-needed push for the renewable energy industry in the form of incentives, funding, or renewable energy friendly tax code, although specifics are, as yet, unclear.

Regardless, the siting of renewable energy installations in support of these climate change goals is balanced with the conservation and protection of existing resources and activities — from agriculture to maintaining biodiversity. Considering applications that allow for two uses to exist in the same space — such as with dual-use solar — offers a potential way to accomplish both increasing clean energy generation and protecting existing uses and biodiversity.
Executive Summary

This report explores the concept of dual-use solar throughout the United States and its application in Oregon and Washington. Recently in the Pacific Northwest, there has been conflict over the siting of solar energy arrays on land designated for agriculture. With both climate and farmland protection goals to grapple with, the laws that guide the siting of solar projects on farmland in both states are complex, making the potential role for dual-use solar unclear.

Sometimes called co-location, dual-use solar combines utility-scale solar arrays with conservation and agricultural activities to create multifunctional systems with a variety of benefits. Dual-use solar can address concerns about solar on agricultural land, as well as support efforts around conservation and the preservation of crucial pollinators. This report describes the current state of research and development of the four main kinds of dual-use solar:

1. Pollinator-friendly dual-use
2. Conservation dual-use
3. Grazing dual-use
4. Agrivoltaics (solar and crops)

Pollinator-friendly and conservation dual-use provide a suite of ecosystem services, and can often endear a project to the local community. Each type of dual-use solar provides benefits to agriculture that is adjacent to the array or, in the case of grazing or agrivoltaics, that continues on the solar site itself.

Dual-use solar projects are being built across the country, and policies are sprouting up to support this multifunctional solar development. In the Pacific Northwest, the four major forms of dual-use solar are already being tested and put into place. Dual-use solar can benefit Oregon and Washington by supporting farmers and rural governments, providing climate resilience to rural communities, and providing clean and carbon-free energy to the grid. Policies that recognize the value of dual-use solar and support appropriately sited projects can promote dual-use solar in the Northwest and help achieve the region’s climate and agricultural goals.
Key Takeaways

- Dual-use solar is the combination of solar with other land uses, such as native plant restoration or agriculture on the same parcel of land, offering a solution that addresses climate change while also benefiting conservation and agriculture.
- Currently, half of one percent of Oregon and Washington’s electricity load is served by solar. If that percentage were to increase to 10% with renewable energy installations siting on farmland, less than 0.2% of the states’ 30-million-plus acres of farmland would be impacted.
- Pollinator-friendly dual-use, conservation dual-use, and grazing dual-use solar are all commercially operational in the Northwest. Agrivoltaics is in the early phase of commercialization.
- Dual-use solar development on good agricultural soils can be appropriate as long as the non-solar use matches the quality of the land on which it is sited.
- States are increasingly using policy tools to support dual-use solar, including site-specific pollinator scorecards, monetary incentives for agrivoltaic systems, and tax incentives.
- Land-use policy in both Oregon and Washington does not currently support a framework for multifunctional projects such as dual-use solar.
- State and local policies can recognize dual-use solar as a method for developing solar that is compatible with agriculture. Definitions of solar generation, farmland, and farm uses could be reviewed to ensure they do not preclude dual-use solar.
- Farmers will be encouraged to create a multifunctional farming system with dual-use solar if they can maintain the policy benefits associated with the agricultural use of their land.
- The development of state-specific model ordinances and solar developer best practices for dual-use solar projects could help siting and permitting projects.
- Lands managed by the Department of Natural Resources in Washington and Department of State Lands in Oregon could be good locations for dual-use solar development.
- Tools that connect solar developers with farmers and incentives could help facilitate dual-use solar.
- The Pacific Northwest is ready for the next step in renewable energy development, and dual-use solar offers the region an opportunity to boldly pursue its climate and agricultural goals.
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Climate, Agriculture, Energy, and Land Goals in the Pacific Northwest

As the pressures of a changing climate continue, the Pacific Northwest has been on the forefront of fighting for a stable climate for future generations. The region is also known for its productive soils that Oregonians and Washingtonians have farmed for generations to feed our region and the world. As development and climate change pressures on farmland grow, many people have become concerned about the future of agriculture and, in response, have ramped up efforts to protect land for agricultural use. This report explores the values of climate action and the preservation of agricultural lands and demonstrates how efforts to advance both interests can be realized through dual-use solar development.

Agriculture & Climate

Agriculture is deeply ingrained in the region’s history, and remains vital for the economies of both Oregon and Washington. The agricultural industry and the people that rely on it know the Pacific Northwest to be gifted not only with productive soils in our river valleys, but also with open space for cultivating grain, grazing, and fishing off of our coast and in our rivers. In 2017, Washington’s agriculture production was valued at $10.6 billion with the state supplying 70% of U.S. apple production. Oregon agricultural products are world famous, from providing all of America’s blackberries and hazelnuts to providing the grass seed used in the 2010 men’s World Cup and supplying the wool used in the 2014 U.S. Winter Olympic uniforms. People in the Northwest take threats to agriculture very seriously as producers in the region rely upon the land and water to support their families and communities, to produce food crops distributed locally and globally, and to grow a variety of non-food crops.
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Northwesterners also recognize a deep connection to the natural environment and a shared history of environmental protection and stewardship. This sentiment has put climate change as a top concern for many in the region as it presents a threat to the natural environment and the modern world as a whole. Oregonians and Washingtonians recognize that climate change has the potential to hurt Northwestern communities and their interests. In Oregon, annual temperatures are expected to rise on average between two and eleven degrees Fahrenheit by 2080, depending on emission scenarios. To avoid major changes and challenges in the future, researchers are calling for a focus on reducing emissions to minimize warming.\(^5\) According to the National Climate Assessment, “the Northwest is projected to continue to warm during all seasons under all future scenarios, although the rate of warming depends on current and future emissions. The warming trend is projected to be accentuated in certain mountain areas in late winter and spring, further exacerbating snowpack loss and increasing the risk for insect infestations and wildfires.”\(^6\) Precipitation will become more variable and high heat and drought events will become more common. We are already seeing some of these effects today. In Oregon specifically: “snowpack is declining, summer streamflow is lowering, wildfire activity is increasing, sea level is rising, and coastal waters are acidifying. Such consequences and others are expected to continue into the decades to come.”\(^7\)

These threats matter to us all, but especially farmers. More variable weather patterns, higher risk of drought and wildfires, and loss of snowpack present an existential threat to many farmers in the region. For example, soil erosion is a large issue for farmers, and it will be severely worsened by climate change. One model notes that “In a wetter region of the Plateau
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(the Palouse in Washington), 4°F of warming resulted in a nearly three-fold increase in soil loss largely during winter due to reduced snow on the ground and increases in rain and snowmelt.”

Even the wine industry is being affected; grape varietals that can be effectively grown in a given region will change with increased temperatures and amounts of precipitation.

These changes are all occurring within a global context in which the foremost scientists on the topic are telling us we must act within the next decade to mitigate the worst dangers of climate change. The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s most recent report states: “In model pathways with no or limited overshoot of 1.5°C, global net anthropogenic CO₂ emissions decline by about 45% from 2010 levels by 2030, reaching net zero around 2050 … Pathways limiting global warming … would require rapid and far-reaching transitions in energy, land, urban and infrastructure … and industrial systems (high confidence).” If there is no decisive action on this issue in the next decade, we will exceed the 1.5°C target and continue on a path of warming that will threaten our way of life globally.

**Energy & Land-use Policy**

In response to the threat of climate change, governments in the Northwest have proposed and implemented policies to fight climate change by reducing carbon emissions. Many of these policies focus on clean and affordable renewable energy. For example, in Oregon there is a Renewable Portfolio Standard that mandates the state obtain 50% of its electricity from renewable energy sources by 2040. Washington recently passed legislation that mandates 100% clean energy in the state by 2045, with carbon-intensive coal energy removed by 2025. These policies show a commitment in the Northwest to take on the threat of climate change. Oregon Governor Kate Brown created a climate agenda that includes renewable energy targets and discusses the economic benefits that result from clean energy investments. The Governor
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recognizes that Oregon is positioned to benefit from some of the $335 billion in global annual investment in clean energy if these technologies are encouraged.\textsuperscript{13}

Solar energy is a rising player in the renewable energy space, and has followed wind into the Northwest as a major contributor of renewable energy in the region. Solar energy generally refers to electricity generated by arrays of solar photovoltaic panels — a clean method of generating electricity that does not contribute carbon dioxide emissions to climate change. Solar energy only needs sunlight, while fossil fuel technologies rely on fuel extraction, which also hurts the environment and can pollute water sources.\textsuperscript{14} Although solar generation is variable, it is also predictable, and it can be paired with wind, storage, and other clean energy technologies across different regions and timeframes to help match energy generation to demand. In addition, solar can provide services to help the grid, especially when paired with storage, including providing confidence to utilities that power will be available during peak energy usage times when the grid is most stressed. Recently, utilities across the country have chosen solar-plus-storage projects over fossil fuels in order to make their systems reliable during these peaks. Solar energy paired with storage helps add capacity and allows utilities to avoid committing to more expensive fossil power plants.\textsuperscript{15} \textsuperscript{16}

Other often overlooked advantages of solar are its low costs and economic benefits. The cost of building a utility-scale...
solar power array has dropped 90% in the last decade.\textsuperscript{17} Today, even unsubsidized utility-scale solar energy is among the most affordable sources of power and is cost-competitive, if not lower-cost, than fossil fuels.\textsuperscript{18} Solar energy across the U.S. and in the Northwest creates thousands of jobs. In the U.S., approximately 240,000 Americans work in solar; in the Northwest specifically, over 7,600 people are employed by the industry.\textsuperscript{19} Specific to utility-scale solar (generally above 1 MW), jobs are created both to construct the solar facility and for its continued operations and maintenance.

Other than direct job creation, solar energy provides other economic benefits, especially in rural communities. Positive impacts of solar include benefits to the local economy during construction from the lodging and feeding of construction employees. In addition, these installations represent a large investment of capital into communities that may not otherwise get a lot of new investment and constitute especially large additions to the property tax base. Large renewable energy projects often infuse money into local governments through property taxes and can bolster educational funding and important infrastructure. One local example comes from Morrow County in Oregon, where a wind project will provide $1 million to Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics (STEAM) education programs in the county each year.\textsuperscript{20}

In terms of agriculture, solar facilities offer economic benefits and security for farmers who lease their land for solar. Farmers are often interested in the income associated with leasing a portion of their land as that revenue can be a lifeline for farm diversification or for a long-awaited retirement opportunity.\textsuperscript{21} These projects can also offer new revenue from underutilized farmland or difficult-to-farm areas. This was the case for Oregon farmer Dan Mullen, who had 12 acres of panels placed on a triangular field that proved difficult to farm due to its lack of formal irrigation and proximity to the highway. Dan, a fifth-generation farmer, also pointed out another benefit of the solar on his land: “It was a diversification of my farm, is how I looked at it ... It’s just another thing I’m farming. So, I’ve got vegetable crops, I’ve got permanent crops, and


\textsuperscript{20} Carla McClain (Crook County Planner), in discussion with the author, 2019.

\textsuperscript{21} Lexie Hain (Agrivoltaic Solutions, Solar Grazer), in discussion with the author, 2019.
field crops. Now I’ve got a solar crop.” Solar energy facilities provide a new revenue stream to cover variations in production or the effects of natural disasters (floods, fires, diseases, pests, uncooperative weather). This additional revenue is crucial to the economic stability and sustainability of a farm like Dan’s, who hopes to keep his business viable for his children. This kind of “off-farm” income, income not directly from the farm, is significant: “In recent years, slightly more than half of farm households have had negative farm income and therefore rely on off-farm income to support their well-being.” Off-farm income is so important in the Northwest that in Oregon and Washington more than half of producers spend 50 or more days working off-farm. With solar, producers can get the revenue they need to support their farming operation and rely less on off-farm income. Farmers can work toward economic security that preserves the farm for the next generation as the additional solar income reduces the pressure on farmers to consider residential or commercial development offers. The resulting opportunity to build a financial cushion also becomes important as farmers face more unpredictable and severe weather events due to climate change.

The benefits of solar are not limited to farmers who host solar facilities. Increasingly, utilities are recognizing the low cost of solar, and are passing along savings from solar energy production to utility customers. Not only are utilities identifying solar in their Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs) as least-cost, least-risk resources that don’t emit greenhouse gases, but they are also buying solar as the result of technology-neutral competitive procurements. In its 2019 IRP, PacifiCorp, a large utility spanning six states, identified 500 MW of solar in Southern Oregon and 395 MW of solar near Yakima by 2025 as promising resource options. Meanwhile the result of Portland General Electric’s 2018 competitive resource procurement was a combined wind-solar-and-battery-storage project. To meet utilities’ goals of providing reliable electricity
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25 Liz Curran (Director of Policy, BlueWave Solar) and Lucy Bullock-Sieger (Director of Civil Engagement, BlueWave Solar), in discussion with the author, 2019.


to customers at the least cost and least risk, wind and solar are increasing in the Northwest. The current challenge is to encourage this clean energy future while making sure projects are developed using best practices with our collective interests in mind.

In the Northwest, we have policies that encourage the use of clean energy technologies like solar to advance our goals on climate change, and we also have policies to protect farmland and agriculture. Farmland loss is a national issue that is not unique to the Northwest, as American Farmland Trust makes clear in their Farms Under Threat report from 2018. The report details that between 1992 and 2012, 11 million acres of the best cropland for intensive agriculture was lost to development (3.2% loss), much of which was from urban and low-density residential development. Closer to home, it has been reported that Oregon lost about 9% of its farmland since 1997. That loss is coupled with the fact that “two-thirds (10.45 million acres) of Oregon’s agricultural lands will change hands in the next 20 years, according to research from Oregon State University.” Some fear that this exchange of lands to the next generation will see farmland go out of production due to generational, economic, or taxation reasons. Other than the direct loss of land designated for agriculture, another fear is the loss of supporting infrastructure for agriculture to development pressures. The Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development notes, “As farm operations scale down or leave, farm infrastructure, such as feed stores, processing facilities and irrigation districts may start to disappear…” There is real fear over the loss of agriculture designated land, and it should not be taken lightly. In both Oregon and Washington, state and local governments have long had measures in place to ensure farmland is protected when necessary, and these statutes often inform decisions around solar siting on farmland.
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29 USDA Agricultural Census 2017, Oregon Historical Highlights. [https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Full_Report/Volume_1_Chapter_1_State_Level/Oregon/st41_1_0001_0001.pdf](https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Full_Report/Volume_1_Chapter_1_State_Level/Oregon/st41_1_0001_0001.pdf)


In Oregon, the state implemented land-use goals in the 1970s in response to rapid growth and urbanization. Oregon has 19 land-use planning goals that are translated into statewide rules made by the Land Conservation and Development Commission.\textsuperscript{32} Goal 2 instructs each county to make its own comprehensive land-use plan which must be consistent with the statewide planning goals.\textsuperscript{33} Goal 3 is specific to the protection of farmland and requires counties to identify farmland and zone it for exclusive farm use. Generally, this goal protects farmland and restricts development unrelated to farming. However, there are a lot of uses allowed on farmland under certain acreage limits that are subject to county review including mining, oil and gas extraction, and energy generation from wind and solar.\textsuperscript{34} If a developer wants to build a solar site larger than Goal 3 rules allow, they must get a formal exception to Goal 3. But the exception process is general and not tailored to solar; moreover, this avenue has been restricted by recent rule changes and is currently under review by the Oregon Supreme Court. The overlapping rules and goals, and the fact that these goals and the exception process are not made for solar (never mind dual-use solar), combine to make the solar siting review process difficult for local governments. Confusion over how to apply goals and exceptions has led to massive variability between counties in terms of the siting of solar projects on farmland.\textsuperscript{35}

In most of Washington, land-use decisions are guided by the Growth Management Act (GMA), a series of laws that encourages counties to make comprehensive plans aimed at managing their population growth. In contrast to Oregon, the GMA is not a statewide standard, but instead is

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
https://www.oregon.gov/lcd/OP/Pages/History.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/lcd/OP/Pages/Goal-2.aspx
\item \textsuperscript{35} In both Oregon and Washington some counties have a moratorium on solar on farmland and some counties allow these projects, sometimes even approving them to exceed acreage limits. This information comes from discussions with the author and Carla McLane (Morrow County Planning Director), Joe Fennimore (Marion County Planning Director), and Dave McClure (Klickitat County DNR Director), 2019.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
targeted toward counties with larger populations. To date, 18 of 49 counties are required to make these plans (labelled “full planning counties”), and 11 more counties have opted in. These counties’ plans must follow 13 general land-use goals, including goals around concentrating urban growth, encouraging economic development, honoring property rights, protecting open space, and protecting the environment.\(^{36}\) The GMA includes farmland under “natural resource industries” in its goals, and stipulates that rules should be implemented to preserve “rural character”, and requires counties to identify agricultural resource lands in their area.\(^{37}\) Full planning counties need to preserve these lands and get some guidance from state law on what those resource protection plans should look like. Opt-in counties also have the directive to preserve these lands, but the rules are less prescriptive about how. Non-GMA counties have to designate these lands but otherwise are not guided on the issue of agricultural resource protection.\(^{38}\)

This patchwork of GMA counties and non-GMA counties, in addition to the relatively vague guidance of the GMA goals around land designated for agriculture, leaves Washington’s land-use regime and its application to solar on farmland scattered and uncertain. Developers of solar energy need to negotiate the process of permitting sites in counties that might have widely different regulations than their neighbors. In addition, counties might have trouble interpreting vague standards around agricultural resource land protection and applying them to a particular solar project or a dual-use solar project.

In addition to the laws that govern solar siting on farmland in the Northwest being unclear and complicated, recent actions in local governments and state legislatures, agencies, and courts have further unsettled the legal landscape. These changes have been spurred in part by the fact that, while solar energy has been much more prevalent in Oregon than in Washington, both states have started to see larger solar projects seeking permits in recent years.\(^{39}\)

One of these larger projects is the 25 MW Columbia solar project partially sited on agricultural land in Kittitas County, Wash. Kittitas is a GMA opt-in county that has its own comprehensive plan around the general goals of the GMA. In 2017, the county established a solar moratorium while it considered developing solar-specific regulations after a different solar project sought a permit in the county. During the moratorium, the Columbia project could not apply through the
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county and instead applied for land-use approval from the Governor by going through the Washington Energy Facilities Site Evaluation Council (EFSEC). When considering whether to recommend the project’s land-use approval to the Governor, EFSEC took into account whether the project followed the state’s Environmental Policy Act as well as Kittitas county’s comprehensive plan, specifically focusing on concerns over “rural character” and the potential for long-term preclusion of agriculture from these sites.\(^{40}\) \(^{41}\) While the EFSEC review was pending, the county ended its moratorium in fall 2018 and adopted new rules that prevent solar from being sited on land zoned for irrigated farmland.\(^{42}\) Shortly afterward, EFSEC recommended the project for land-use approval and the Governor approved it.\(^{43}\) It is unclear whether the project could have been approved under the new county ordinance. This process exemplifies the current issues with Washington land-use law with changing permitting regimes, multiple possible permitting bodies, and unpredictable outcomes.

Somewhat similarly, Oregon has seen its own rash of moratoriums on solar. Yamhill\(^{44}\) and Marion Counties have put moratoriums on most solar development in Oregon after concerns were raised about solar being on agricultural land in the Willamette Valley. In 2018, Yamhill banned solar development on high value soils, which cover most of the county’s land area. Marion stopped accepting solar applications in the same year after it couldn’t find a compromise between those for and against solar development, and took the solar permitting section out of the code.\(^{45}\) Marion County approved 31 sites totaling 367 acres before the ban. If all of those sites were to be built on high-value farmland, the projects collectively would use 0.1% of high-value farmland in the county.\(^{46}\)

In the courts, the siting process in Oregon is also in the midst of potential change. Currently, the Oregon Supreme Court is considering whether to allow a Goal 3 exception for a solar facility that would exceed the current acreage limit imposed by Land Conservation and Development Commission rules. Jackson County granted the facility a Goal 3 exception, but that exception was revoked by the Land Use Board of Appeals, whose decision was upheld on different

\(^{41}\) Stewart Henderson (Energy Facilities Site Evaluation Council, Senior Policy Advisor), in discussion with the author, 2019.
\(^{42}\) Sonia Bumpus (Energy Facilities Site Evaluation Council, Manager), in discussion with the author, 2019.
\(^{44}\) Matt Vogt (Yamhill County Planner), in discussion with the author, 2019.
\(^{45}\) Joe Fennimore (Marion County Planning Director), in discussion with the author, 2019.
grounds by the Oregon Court of Appeals. Now it is up to the Oregon Supreme Court to rule on whether or not the exception was legal and if the project should be approved. This case further complicates the current legal landscape for solar projects on land designated for agriculture.

These issues of solar on land zoned for farming and solar bans in certain counties came up again when in early 2019 the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) held a rulemaking which banned solar from class I and II soils and prime and unique farmland. This land is considered the better land for growing “food, feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops”, and is considered to be high-value farmland by the state of Oregon. The rulemaking did include some discussion of dual-use solar, and the new rules allow an eight acre increase (from 12 acres to 20 acres) in project size for dual-use solar projects on class III and IV soils. However, the rules still ban dual-use solar projects on a good amount of land, and do not provide a flexible or expansive definition of dual-use solar. This new rule puts around 6% of the state off-limits to solar, especially near population centers in the Willamette Valley. In addition, these rules rely on soil maps that are not granular and plot specific, and rather rely on larger areas to determine what soils are on a certain site.

Lastly, in the 2019 legislative session, the Oregon Legislative Assembly passed Oregon House Bill 2329, which raises the acreage threshold for a solar facility to be reviewed by the state’s Energy Facilities Siting Council. By making fewer projects subject to the Energy Facilities Siting Council, this bill aims to give counties more control over solar siting decisions and to make the review process faster and lower-cost while still retaining the standards that ensure projects protect wildlife, cultural resources, and other siting considerations. The bill does not preempt the DLCD rulemaking — counties still must follow the rules governing solar on farmland — but it does add to the litany of changes we have seen around land use and solar in the past few years.
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Both Oregon and Washington have overarching land-use goals that are interpreted and codified by counties throughout their respective states. These goals address general land-development issues and account for the importance of land conservation, but they fail to reflect the necessity of achieving climate goals. Under the goals and their implementing rules, it is unclear how to value a clean-energy resource like solar — or other uses that help mitigate climate change and its effects — in land-use decisions. The individual interpretation and codification of these goals leads to decision-making that may be adapted to local conditions but is also fragmented and highly varied. On top of that, the legal architecture for permitting solar is multi-jurisdictional and often is informed or modified by court cases and statutory changes. This architecture has shifted a lot recently with rulemakings (DLCD), EFSEC decisions (Kittitas), statutory changes (HB2329), and court cases (Oregon Supreme Court) all changing solar permitting in recent months. There is a lack of certainty in the region around land-use law as applied to solar energy and no clear standard in either state that considers the benefits of dual-use solar. With both our climate goals and our land-use goals in hand, we can ask how appropriately sited solar on agricultural land is benefitting the climate, local communities, and farmers.

Siting Considerations for Utility Scale Solar

Confusion over the solar siting process often leads to the question of why solar is developed on farmland when other options, such as industrial lands and residential areas, exist. A general explanation of solar siting constraints is needed to better understand the limitations developers face. This section discusses ground-mounted, utility-scale solar projects as they are much more economic and cost competitive with traditional generation resources than residential rooftop solar, and, therefore, more likely to be least-cost resources selected to serve utility customers.\(^{54}\)
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In order for a solar project to provide the least cost energy to the consumer, a developer must consider certain criteria. First, larger projects must be sited in regions where markets exist for the power. This means either there needs to be a purchaser (utility) in the region that a project can sell the power to directly via transmission or distribution lines, or an opportunity to pass through the energy and environmental benefits directly to a customer (as in community solar and direct access programs). Next, a project must be sited on lands that are zoned to allow solar through a permitting process and include a willing landowner who will lease their land to the project. Generally industrial, commercial and residentially zoned lands are magnitudes more expensive to site projects on. The base cost of the land is higher due to the existing zoning and opportunity cost of the land. Solar is most feasible when it is sited close to existing infrastructure. Siting solar close to existing substations and transmission lines reduces the cost of energy and limits land disturbances. Other land criteria such as slope, drainage, soil depth, shading, access, and existing easements or encumbrances need to be considered as well. Finally, per Oregon and Washington state laws as well as general expectations of lenders, projects need to demonstrate that they will not have adverse impacts on sensitive cultural and natural resources such as wildlife and water. Each county in Oregon and Washington may also adopt specific ordinances which further reduce opportunities for siting solar. After all of these criteria are considered, the amount of land actually feasible for solar development is quite limited. Despite solar being an important tool in addressing climate change while providing economic opportunities to farmers, dictating that solar not be sited on agricultural land increases the potential that it’s taken off the table.

Discussion of solar siting often results in a debate over the value of different types of agricultural and wildlife lands. In both Oregon and Washington, opponents of solar on crop land west of the Cascades argue that solar should be sited in the arid eastern counties of the
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state; however, these counties manage important grazing lands and wildlife habitat. Opponents east of the mountains argue solar should be sited on crop land where prior disturbances limit potential impacts to natural and cultural resources and the projects are closer to the consumer. What is ultimately missing from this debate is an acknowledgement that solar can be sited in a way that is both compatible with west-side farmland and east-side grazing and wildlife habitat.

The considerations discussed before help inform why, from a developer’s perspective, certain land designated for agriculture is ideal for solar development. For developers, land designated for agriculture can pose the least risk to them in terms of project siting. The land is often flat, has deep soils in which to drive posts for racking, is free of rocks or geotechnical issues, is free of tree cover, and is in large contiguous sections. These conditions mean the site preparation for solar is little to none. Considered another way, using farmland to collect solar energy makes sense as solar production has been occurring on these lands for years, with plants capturing the energy of the sun through photosynthesis.

There is often confusion over the scale of potential solar development on farmland. There can be a “wave of solar” mindset in which it is perceived that solar will cover most of a community or area if it is not controlled. This is understandable, especially with how quickly solar has grown in this country and the fact that solar sites are a new phenomenon in many communities who often are already facing other development pressures. That being said, this perception is often not based on fact in terms of the land requirements of solar and how many projects are actually being built.

Instead, the concern of “solar everywhere” is often based on the typical process a developer goes through to evaluate and even permit a number of sites in order to narrow their portfolio down to the most feasible ones. Developers need to test the viability of the interconnect, conduct the cultural and natural resources studies, obtain permits, do soil and engineering studies, and market and sell the power — all before they fully commit to purchasing any equipment. To avoid the risk of doing all that work on one site that doesn’t end up working out, developers plan several sites and only build on the sites that can pass all of those hurdles. A typical development portfolio in any one region might have a handful of projects in development, only one or two of which actually become operational. Land-use regulators and community members tend to see the number of applications as a threat that too many projects
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are being built, when in fact these projects are merely being considered and only a few will actually be built.

While it is true that solar is a land-intensive energy resource, energy demand places additional limits on potential solar build-out. Argonne National Laboratory investigated the land requirements for solar in 2016 and estimated that the land needed for all of the solar build-out through 2030, which was projected at 330 Gigawatts (14% of electricity demand), would cover 0.1% of the contiguous U.S. Specific to the Northwest, large potential build-outs of solar in the next few years would only use a small fraction of a percent of farmland in the region, even if they were entirely placed on farmland (which is unlikely).

Allowing solar on rural lands does not need to also open them up to residential and commercial development. Land-use law is premised on treating different uses distinctly and allowing each where it is appropriate. Solar is a unique type of development that is relatively innocuous, can be returned to its previous use after 20-25 years, and offers the potential for co-location with additional uses while also generating revenue.
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As the discussion around solar and farmland continues, the limitations on solar siting need to be considered along with the risk of impact to farmlands. This includes consideration of community concerns during the planning processes to ensure a project will serve the best interests of the community. Dual-use solar offers an opportunity for solar advocates to work collaboratively with the farming community and advocates to identify ways to reach our climate goals, as well as agricultural conservation goals.
Dual-use Solar Today

Solar has a multitude of benefits, both in terms of reduced carbon emissions and in terms of rural economics. While these benefits are encouraging, there are still concerns about utility-scale solar projects and their impact on land designated for agriculture. Solar projects across the U.S. have traditionally used turf grass or gravel as their groundcover.\footnote{\textit{InSPIRE Basics.} InSPIRE. Accessed August 02, 2019. \url{https://openei.org/wiki/InSPIRE/Basics}} These practices, however, fail to advance our goals of supporting agriculture and land conservation even as they generate clean energy and help us abate climate change. Dual-use solar strategies offer several innovative combinations of energy and land-use goals, each with its own unique set of benefits. While this report separates these benefits out into the categories of pollinator, conservation, grazing, and crop dual-use, most projects have benefits that cross these designations.

Much of the push for dual-use solar around the U.S. comes from the need for better development practices that seek to minimize the impact a project has on its site. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has created the InSPIRE initiative around this idea, supporting low-impact solar best practices that include a focus on maintaining vegetation and combining solar with agricultural production. Some of the first steps toward best practices in solar development include reducing grading and disturbance of the land during construction and maintaining vegetation on the land. One change the industry has already adopted en masse is using pile driven posts rather than concrete bases to hold up the racking system that the panels are mounted on. The InSPIRE initiative also includes a focus on reducing topsoil stripping and soil compaction due to heavy machinery, all in an effort to preserve soil health.\footnote{Ibid} These best practices for low-impact solar are inherent in dual-use solar development in general and are the basis upon which a multifunctional solar system depends.

Definition of Dual-use Solar Development

As used in this report, dual-use solar is a solar facility that preserves or improves the land it is placed on and provides a suite of benefits in addition to clean energy production. This may include the planting of native vegetation and pollinator species, the creation of an apiary on-site for honey production, the preservation/planting of forage vegetation for grazing of livestock within the facility, or the production of agriculture (crops) underneath and around the array. In defining dual-use solar, it is helpful to think of all the different applications on a spectrum from soil conservation/improvement to row crop agricultural use. Each of these forms of dual-use...
solar is multifunctional and increases the land-use efficiency of the facility while providing a multitude of benefits to the developer, the landowner, the local economy, and the environment.

In the United States, pollinator-friendly and conservation forms of dual-use solar are the most explored and currently the most commercially available forms of dual-use. These forms are followed by grazing dual-use which can be found around the country but is much less standardized and researched. Finally, agricultural crop production underneath panels, also known as “agrivoltaics,” is on the cutting edge of research and commercialization right now. Researchers are still in the testing phase for this type of dual-use and the first to-scale commercial projects are being introduced.

It is important that when dual-use is defined, it is not simply labelled as solar-plus-agriculture or solar-plus-pollinator-friendly plants. These sites are dynamic and multifunctional in that each part of the system contributes to the other. It is also important to remember that dual-use encompasses a variety of solutions. For example, pollinator-friendly solar should not always be grouped together with agrivoltaics as they offer different benefits and are at different stages in their development.

Pollinator-friendly Dual-use

The rational next step from reducing impacts and maintaining vegetation is a focus on promoting vegetation that provides a benefit. Pollinator-friendly dual-use solar entails maintaining or seeding wildflowers, pollinator-friendly plants, and native species within a solar array to create large amounts of pollinator habitat.61 The push for more pollinator habitat is a response to the dire state of many pollinators, such as honey bees and monarch butterflies in the U.S. According to the director of the National Institute of Food and Agriculture, “During the past 30-plus years, our nation’s pollinator populations have suffered serious losses due to invasive pests and diseases, such as mites and viral and fungal pathogens, exposure to pesticides and other chemicals, loss of habitat, loss of species and genetic diversity, and changing climate.”62 Solar sites have the potential to offer good habitat with pollinator forage that is mostly free from chemicals as well as providing clean energy to slow the effects of climate change on these crucial pollinators.
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If we look more locally at the Northwest, we have lost honeybees at an alarming rate. Oregon lost 24.75% of its bee colonies in the winter of 2017-2018, and Washington lost 21.85% of its bee colonies in that same time period. Those declines represent material losses for apiaries in the region as well as reductions in pollination services for farms. Pollinator loss is a major concern in Oregon where the state became the first in the nation to have a funded mandate that creates a health plan for pollinators. It is widely known that pollinators such as bees, moths, butterflies, and birds help most flowering plants and agriculture. According to the USDA, 90 species of crops in the U.S. require pollination and most of the pollination services needed by American farmers are performed by bees: “Wild and managed bees together add $15 billion in crop value each year.” The agricultural and economic importance of pollinators is recognized in the Northwest as well. For the state of Washington, apples, cherries, and pears — three of the top ten agricultural products in the state (by value) — are more than 40% dependent on pollinators. Pollinators have a massive impact on the Northwest, and not only is there inherent value in helping them survive, but their survival also spells the survival of much of our agricultural industry.

NREL researchers conducted a study examining the potential benefits of dual-use solar projects to pollinators. The study looked at current and planned (within five years of operation) solar facilities as of 2016, estimated their size due to their expected production, and estimated how much pollinator-dependent agricultural land is within a 1.5 km radius of each solar site (a proxy for the
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foraging distance of pollinators). For Oregon, based on NREL estimates, there are 16,338 acres of pollinator-dependent agriculture within the pollinator forage range of solar projects (current and planned in 2016) whose total footprint is 660.8 acres. That means that 24.7 acres of Oregon’s pollinator-dependent agriculture could benefit per one acre of solar planted with pollinator-friendly species.68 These pollinator-friendly solar projects have the potential to support pollinator populations, support agricultural yields, and achieve state pollinator goals by providing large tracts of habitat to support pollinator populations which otherwise would not be there.

Pollinator-friendly dual-use solar projects offer many benefits to landowners and developers, but additional costs and challenges hinder the development of these systems. One of the main perceived challenges in making pollinator-friendly solar is the increase in cost associated with seeding a site with these types of plants. These costs can vary from site to site, but generally this type of seeding is more expensive up-front than turf or gravel but can deliver reduced management costs throughout the life of the solar project.69 Developers often work with vegetation-management, landscaping, or conservation companies to find a seed mix that is appropriate for their site. By planting select species, and reducing grading or disturbance of the site during construction, projects can save the costs associated with construction equipment and the need for mowing compared to sites with turf grass.70

Engie Distributed Solar, a developer mainly in the Midwest, explains in a white paper that these sites need more maintenance in the first three to four growing seasons but then require much less maintenance over the rest of the project life.71 In their experience, these sites are cost-neutral or cost-saving, and they anticipate these practices will have portfolio-wide savings of around 20% in maintenance costs.72 Another solar developer, OneEnergy Renewables, expressed that up-front costs can vary quite a bit with some projects being much more expensive than turf grass and others at cost-parity or below. Despite this variability in up-front expenses, OneEnergy agrees pollinator-friendly dual-use solar projects reduce maintenance costs after three years with the need for mowing dropping to once a year instead of three times a summer, resulting in savings over the life of the project.73
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Pollinator-friendly sites also have advantages over traditional sites with bare ground or gravel as there is less need for dust suppression (dust can interfere with panel efficiency) and less need for application of herbicide on weeds. In addition, the presence of vegetation on the site leads to a cooler microclimate as plants can cool the area when they perform evapotranspiration. A cooler microclimate can lead to better energy production because solar panels start to linearly lose efficiency when they get above 75 degrees Fahrenheit. Researcher Chad Higgins and his colleagues at Oregon State University looked at the relationship between microclimates and panel efficiency in a recently released paper about a solar site in Corvallis, Ore. They note that as the air temperature gets cooler, the efficiency of the panels increases. Other benefits include reducing stormwater runoff and better groundwater infiltration with the use of native, deep-rooted plants. A report by the U.S. Geological Survey showed, “Median infiltration rates more than doubled through the use of native prairie vegetation versus the use of traditional turf. This is a result of the deep root systems of these diverse native plantings and their ability to absorb additional runoff. The roots systems of the prairie vegetation were found at a depth of 4.7 feet, compared to 0.46 feet with traditional turf.” With deep roots, these plants also can store and clean stormwater. These deep-rooted plants show a major ecological improvement over turf or gravel (little infiltration), and can potentially reduce the cost of stormwater permitting or other mitigation for landowners or solar developers. There is also a benefit to the farms surrounding sites with better infiltration due to the potential for less flooding of farmland in the area, especially as rains get heavier with climate change.
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Minnesota and Pollinator-friendly Dual-use: One of the hot spots for pollinator-friendly dual-use solar has been Minnesota with its first project coming in 2014. That project was built by Connexus Energy, Minnesota’s largest electric cooperative, which recently opened a much larger pollinator site on a solar-plus-storage project in Ramsey, MN. The site, 18 acres with 3.3 MW of solar and 10.6 MWh of storage, has pollinator-friendly plants in the array and is surrounded by milkweed for butterflies. The project is sited directly adjacent to a pumpkin and melon farm, two crops that are highly dependent on pollinators and will benefit from their new pollinator neighbors. The combination of the pollinator-friendly solar and the farm also offers a good setting for honey production. Bare Honey from Minneapolis has now added hives to the site to do just that. This project is a win for the cooperative as they will be able to rely on their own power and use batteries to avoid paying high prices for electricity during peak hours, saving their members money. It is also a win for the local farm and honey businesses that will benefit from this new habitat. Finally, it is a win for the butterflies, bees, and birds that will now have a new place to call home.

Taking a closer look at the Northwest, pollinator-friendly sites can do a lot compared to traditional solar sites in terms of invasive species control, though there are also complexities to consider with these projects. According to Understory Consulting, an Oregon consultancy on native plants and solar site seeding, native plants can better resist invasive species and comply with noxious weed prevention standards. Understory notes that developers can save money if they are working on a site that already has native vegetation, and they make an effort in the construction process to preserve that vegetation, as preservation will be a lot easier than seeding the whole site. They also note that one local issue to the region is having enough native wildflower seed available in a region to plant at large facilities. For example, in Oregon it is relatively hard to get a large amount of native wildflower seed outside of the Willamette Valley. The availability of seed and planning for the production of seed for a site means developers
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have to start looking into this earlier in the development stage in order to ensure they will have the seed when they need it.³⁷

Finally, one additional benefit of these projects to both the developer and the community is the aesthetic improvement to a solar facility. As compared to traditional solar sites, pollinator-friendly sites often feature wildflowers and attract birds and butterflies. This can endear the project to the local community. Community acceptance due to project aesthetics has been crucial for new solar builds in places like Massachusetts, where the initial build-out of solar often did not include consideration of how the projects looked to the community. As solar arrays become more common, communities are demanding better results ecologically and aesthetically from solar facilities.³⁸ Research has shown that permitting processes, environmental review, and community acceptance all occur better and faster with pollinator-friendly projects.³⁹

Pine Gate Renewables, Oregon: Pollinator-friendly Arrays
Oregon is home to a unique set of pollinator-friendly solar arrays developed by Pine Gate Renewables in southern Oregon and the Willamette Valley. The main site is the 10 MW Eagle Point project, a 41-acre array in Jackson County that produces enough clean energy to power 1,575 homes.³⁰ It is planted with native prairie, which provides pollinator habitat within the panel rows. In addition to housing native plants, Eagle Point is home to 57 hives that host honeybees.³¹ In 2018, the project entered into a collaboration with Caldera Brewing to make the “Let’s Bee Friends IPA” with honey made on the solar site. John Jacob, owner of Old Sol apiaries and the hives on site, is encouraged by the project and states: “Pollinator-friendly solar farms are a great place to keep managed honey bees, provide habitat for our native bees and wildlife, and support renewable energy and a sustainable food supply.”³² John’s on-site hives produce honey and queens to be sold as agricultural products. This site is actually
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considered an agricultural project as honeybees are considered livestock in the state of Oregon.\textsuperscript{93} Eagle Point is also the site of an NREL test plot in which researchers are looking at pollinator-friendly plants and how they grow in and around solar panels.\textsuperscript{94} At the site, Oregon State University researchers are also studying how pollinator-friendly plants grow under panels. The OSU study is investigating the potential of solar-shaded plants to have a delayed bloom and provide much-needed pollen resources in the later summer months.\textsuperscript{95} Pine Gate’s other three Oregon sites total 12.4 MW and all feature active research by either NREL or Oregon State University as well.\textsuperscript{96} In addition to being a research hub, Eagle Point supports the local economy by creating work for a local landscaping company, buying native seeds, helping Old Sol produce honey and queens, and helping Caldera Brewing with their solar beer. Eagle Point offers a great example of dual-use in the Northwest that supports native plants and continues agricultural production.

Pollinator-friendly dual-use solar yields a multitude of benefits that help pollinators in need, help agriculture, and help make solar projects lower-cost. These sites are increasingly common in the U.S. and are accessible financially and technologically for many solar developers.

\textsuperscript{93} John Jacob (Old Sol Apiaries), in discussion with the author, 2019.


\textsuperscript{95} Maggie Graham (Oregon State University, researcher), in discussion with author, 2019.

Conservation Dual-use

Solar sites that focus on restoring native plants, grasses, and prairie are considered to be conservation dual-use solar projects. While solar arrays are not traditionally thought of as natural conservation spaces, they offer innocuous environments with relatively little human interference. Solar sites offer protection for native species restoration, while other, unprotected sites might see those species trampled, tamped down, or lost as casualties in efforts to control weeds and invasive species. Beyond supporting pollinators such as bees and butterflies, these arrays can help with bird conservation. According to the National Audubon Society, 314 North American bird species are in danger due to climate change as rising temperatures could force them to lose half of their current ranges by 2080. As climate change and development pressures decrease bird habitat, Audubon states that planting bird-friendly species in “solar sanctuaries” is just what we need. One example of this comes from Kearney, Nebraska, where a 53-acre solar site hosted native species in a migration route that provides habitat for birds and pollinators. This project was a collaboration between the City of Kearney, Nebraska Public Power District, and solar developer Engie, who all rallied around the multifunctional benefits of the site to provide clean energy and bird habitat.

Dual-use solar with native species has the potential to provide and restore crucial vegetation with a myriad of benefits. Many of the benefits described before for pollinator-friendly dual-use also apply to conservation dual-use, including better water infiltration, the cleaning of stormwater runoff, and protection from invasive species. One crucial benefit from these sites comes in the form of soil conservation. Deep-rooted native plants are much better at preventing soil erosion than turf or bare ground. More than just preventing on-site erosion, these plants can catch soil running off of nearby land and store it on-site. This reduction in soil erosion also has
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climate impacts as it preserves carbon stocks in the soil that would be lost to erosion. Solar sites with native plants can allow soils to recharge with nutrients and improve the soil on-site for future agricultural uses. In fact, solar sites can be ideal for soil restoration, as the average useful life of a solar installation is around 25 years. After the useful life of the project is over, the panels and racking can be taken out of the ground and the land can be transitioned to other uses such as farmland that can benefit from restored soils. Alternatively, at the end of a project’s useful life it can be repowered (the panels are switched for new ones), avoiding the need to build another project.

Lastly, conservation dual-use solar often follows best practices for reducing impacts to wildlife and providing mitigation for any habitat disturbance. Many solar developers must consult with the county and Department of Fish and Wildlife about mitigating the habitat disturbance of their project. Conservation-focused solar projects implement features such as no fencing or permeable fencing that can work into a mitigation plan. Often, projects must have fencing for reasons of liability and protection of equipment, but innovative solar installers have worked with groups like The Nature Conservancy to install wildlife-permeable fencing with large holes to allow better passage than a conventional chain-link fence. Conservation dual-use also has potential as on-site mitigation for wildlife impacts, as it provides natural habitat, especially for pollinators and local bird species. This possibility will vary site by site, but it is another benefit of focusing on conservation within solar arrays.

Conservation dual-use solar, often as a subset of pollinator-friendly dual-use, presents a way to reduce the impact of solar while adding land for native species. Seeding arrays with native species are attainable today for solar developers, and offer a host of benefits ranging from native species support to improved panel efficiency. While this form of dual-use and co-location may not work everywhere, it has the potential to offer solutions that allow for both solar development and land and wildlife conservation.
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Grazing Dual-use

One of the most intuitive co-location strategies is grazing livestock on solar array sites. Solar arrays can provide a lot of space for forage between and under panels, and having animals eat vegetation also meets the need to keep grass low in order not to shade the panels. Grazing is usually done with sheep or chickens as both of these have little potential to harm the panels or affect energy production. Other grazing animals such as goats or cows are generally not suitable for solar sites (with exceptions), with cows being too large and goats having a predisposition toward chewing on wires or jumping on panels. Solar grazing, especially with sheep, has been done throughout the U.S. on several projects, proving to be a beneficial form of co-location or dual-use. Developers and farmers report that sheep grazing around solar arrays is a win-win. For developers, sheep are a low-cost vegetation management tool that provide the service of keeping vegetation low while maintaining and fertilizing beneficial grasses on site. For the farmer, the solar array presents a large area of forage often surrounded by a fence that can give their herd protection, and the panels can offer needed shade for the sheep. These sites also can offer more forage later in the season as well as increased business opportunities in terms of landscaping contracts, the possible addition of an apiary for honey production, and of course lease payments if the farmer owns the land with the solar array.

One farmer who recognized this opportunity is Lexie Hain, a sheep grazer from the Finger Lakes region in New York who started her own business named Agrivoltaic Solutions LLC. Lexie also works as the Executive Director of the American Solar Grazing Association (ASGA), which promotes solar grazing. Lexie’s business provides grazing services to solar sites in the Finger Lakes area totaling 125 acres, with the largest site being 35 acres. When speaking about how sheep are well suited to this type of work, she states: “They will eat almost anything that grows, maintaining an ideal
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vegetation height to prevent shading on solar panels. Existing perimeter fences at the solar farms protect them from predators, and the panels themselves provide shelter from rain, wind, and direct sun on hot days. It’s a fantastic opportunity for sheep farmers to generate extra income in a mutually beneficial environment.\(^{108}\) In recent years, companies like Lexie’s have been providing vegetation management services for solar array owners.\(^{109}\)

One of the first companies to do this was Sun-Raised Farms in North Carolina. They began operation in 2012 in Bunn, North Carolina, where a local sheep farmer wanted access to the grass at a solar site. Sun-Raised was able to recognize that goats and sheep have been used to clear vegetation for transmission projects in the past, so this arrangement was just the next iteration of livestock combined with electricity. Today, with 500 acres of solar arrays being grazed under their management, Sun-Raised works as a connector between grazers and developers. It gives nearby grazers access to land and pays them for the total site maintenance, both work done by the sheep and trimming done by the farmer, creating a potential stream of extra income. In turn, Sun-Raised gets paid by the solar array owner for their ground maintenance work.\(^{110}\) Developers are interested in this model as it has the potential to lower costs and they can either continue grazing, or, if grazing was not there before, add agricultural production to a site.
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**Solar and Sheep in Bedford, Virginia**

Solar with sheep grazing can be found all around the U.S. and especially on the East Coast. In Bedford, VA, there is a 20-acre solar array developed in 2018 maintained by and sheep owned by Liz Akenhead. Liz works with the likes of Daisy May, Minnie, Ruby, Rose, Jingle, and many more (all sheep) to keep the solar panels out of the shade. She also works with her three daughters to maintain the sheep and remove the weeds they won’t eat. When asked by a reporter for her thoughts on the combination of solar and her sheep she says: “It’s a productive use of the land. Instead of just harvesting solar energy, you can turn it into sheep grazing and promote agricultural use of the land.”\(^{111}\) The family only has to mow sparingly and Liz notices that the grasses grow better underneath the panels, providing better pasture than on her land.
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\(^{109}\) Lexie Hain (Agrivoltaic Solutions, Solar Grazer), in discussion with the author, 2019.

\(^{110}\) Brooks Mixon (Sun-Raised Farms), in discussion with the author, 2019.

They use rotational grazing and are glad that the panels make the sheep comfortable with their ability to shelter the animals from wind and rain. They visit the site most days to see how the sheep are doing and monitor the condition of the land.\textsuperscript{112} It is a low-maintenance operation, with the sheep doing most of the work and Liz and her kids watching over.

Several lessons learned, nuances, and best practices have emerged for this type of dual-use solar between ASGA, Sun-Raised, and others familiar with this topic. First, there are fewer operations and management risks, as well as reduced costs associated with grazing as compared to traditional mechanical cutting. For example, there is less risk of a mower clipping a panel or kicking up a rock and damaging the panels. The Tampa Bay Electric Company recently reported that the cost to have sheep on their solar sites was a quarter of the cost of traditional mowing.\textsuperscript{113} Second, the sheep will do most of the work but will not eliminate mowing or hand-weeding outright. According to Lexie, her sheep do about 95% of the work needed; according to Sun-Raised, the sheep do about 75% of the total labor. Often, farmers will prefer to take over the entire grounds’ maintenance contract as an additional source of revenue, having their sheep do most of the work and then either mowing or weeding on top of that.\textsuperscript{114} Third, water and portable electric fences are often the only pieces of infrastructure needed for the sheep. These sites should have some water access (municipal or well) or be able to haul water to the site. In addition, it is best to rotationally graze the animals around the site and use an electric fence to keep them in a certain area. In terms of additional infrastructure, depending on the climate, the site might need to have extra land or small shelters for rest times.\textsuperscript{115}

The details of contracting terms and who gets paid out of the dual-use system often vary by situation. Sometimes, especially in the early days of grazing dual-use, farmers will simply get access to the land for free in an informal arrangement, which is a benefit to farmers in areas with high land costs. Often, though, farmers are formally contracted and paid for the ground maintenance services they provide. This contracting system guarantees the grazer can plan on
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having access to the land through the season, which is crucial to getting grazers on-board with these types of arrangements.¹¹⁶

One of the biggest lessons learned is that grazing dual-use solar should be planned in advance if it is to be successful. Developers and farmers should consider how sheep will get to the site, how they will have access to water, what to do if/when they run out of forage, and how to address lambing. These considerations are often set out in a prescribed grazing plan or in the contract between the farmer and the solar developer. Unfortunately, many solar developers do not plan ahead for grazing, and this lack of planning can hamper the effectiveness of these projects for dual-use. For example, when a project is built, the solar developer might not plan for water to be on the site or not build the fence deep enough to keep out predators that can dig under traditional fencing.¹¹⁷ Developers should also consider grazing when they are making their contracts with the land owner in order to tailor the language to the grazing use. Finally, contracts will need to consider liability issues and safety requirements that meet local and federal standards and are within reach of the average grazer.¹¹⁸

As grazing dual-use solar projects increase, there are both opportunities and challenges when scaling this practice. The main opportunity when scaling this type of dual-use solar is that the site design can stay the same as if there were no sheep on the site. We know this as many solar grazing projects to date have materialized with grazing as an afterthought.¹¹⁹ This means there are no major shifts in the cost to design or make the project, which appeals to developers and reduces energy costs for electricity end-users as well. The first major challenge to scaling this practice is connecting farmers to solar developers. Lexie Hain hopes to match farmers with nearby solar arrays using a mapping tool that is being developed by her association. This tool
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will allow solar developers and farmers to get in contact earlier in the process and hopefully mitigate some of the issues mentioned above. Additionally, as with pollinator-friendly or conservation dual-use, this type of solar will take some extra effort from developers to correctly set up and add in flexibility to support sheep farmers. Hopefully, solar developers will see that grazing dual-use solar adds value in terms of both agricultural production and reduced management costs. Finally, there is the challenge that this practice will not work everywhere. It will only work in areas that can support vegetation and have enough of a sheep industry to graze the acreage.

Despite these challenges, grazing and solar are almost a perfect match with the solar providing benefits to the sheep (shading, more forage) and the sheep providing benefits to the solar (vegetation management). If done using best practices, this system is relatively easy to implement, and helps preserve production on lands designated for agriculture. Moreover, grazing dual-use has already come to a commercial site in the region, and Oregon State University researchers are beginning to test and quantify the benefits of grazing dual-use as well. In addition to their pollinator-friendly dual-use solar projects, Pine Gate Renewables owns a project called “Sheep Solar” near Salem, Ore. The project has a nameplate capacity of 2.2 MW, and started operating in 2017 with sheep actively grazing the site.120 OSU is doing research on grazing sheep under panels in Corvallis, Ore. Associate Professor Chad Higgins’ group recently finished collecting plant and lamb health data from a study in spring 2019. They tested grazing both under panels and in a control area. They are now looking to test whether grazing under panels can support more sheep and sheep growth due to an increase in forage under panels that they found and reported in a 2018 paper. That paper showed forage under panels grew more slowly but also for a longer season, resulting in double the amount of late season forage, and was over 300% more water efficient than the control.121 These findings mean that the site could feed livestock much later in the season which offers a benefit for grazers. They are also testing the stress levels of the lambs to see if the shaded environment or difference in available forage (both in quantity and nutrition) lowers their stress levels and improves health outcomes (dubbed “lamb happiness”). Initial results show that grazing under solar panels might be able to support more sheep than the control. They are testing again in the spring of 2020 to add certainty to their results.122
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Beyond the research being done in the Northwest, there is interest in grazing dual-use systems from farmers such as BJ Mathews from Yamhill County, Ore. BJ sees value in potentially having solar pasture for her ewes and lambs. First, predators are a major problem in her region, and if the solar site has a good fence, that could help protect her flock. Second, BJ sees that her pasture is often unproductive by early June and is encouraged by the prospect of having shaded grasses under the panels with a longer growing season if her flock were to graze under panels. The longer growing season for forage means she doesn’t have to spend so much on food for her sheep to feed on. BJ also shares the concerns mentioned before, including that the solar site can’t be too far away as she needs to check on the flock consistently, and that there needs to be a better way to connect farmers with solar sites. She adds that there is still research to be done on how many sheep should be on an acre of a dual-use and whether apiaries can be combined with sheep grazing.123

Grazing dual-use solar already has proved itself to be a viable and efficient way of co-locating agriculture and solar in the U.S. With proper support, it will continue to grow as an innovative form of vegetation management and land use. The benefits of this dual-use practice continue to be investigated and proven out in our region, and soon we may know if lambs are really happier with clean energy over their heads.

Agrivoltaics

The final category of dual-use solar is crop production underneath solar panels. Often dubbed “agrivoltaics,” these panel and crop systems are more vegetation-centric compared to other forms of dual-use, as solar array designs might need to be altered to accommodate crops. From the sites that have been doing this type of dual-use so far, accommodating crops often means raising the panels higher off the ground, usually 8-10 feet, to allow for more sun and make room for agricultural equipment or labor.124 To date, most of the cases of agrivoltaics are research plots, with the first few larger-scale commercial operations in the U.S. currently in the planning stages.

The idea of agrivoltaics first appeared in the literature in Europe back in the 1980s.125 Since then, a few major studies have looked at the potential for crop production under panels and what effect shading has on crops. Several studies by Christian Dupraz and Helene Marrou have
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investigated different agrivoltaic schemes. These researchers incorporated Land Equivalency Ratios (LERs) into their work to characterize how efficient this model was. LERs with a value greater than one show that the land is being used more efficiently than if it had only one of the elements (solar or agriculture) on it, and they applied this concept to the combination of farmland and electricity production. “A 1.7 LER value would mean that a 100 ha farm would produce as much electricity and food crops as a 170 ha farm with separate productions.” 126

These researchers set up one of the first agrivoltaic systems in 2010 in Montpellier, France, with elevated panels (four meters off the ground) in full-density and half-density arrays set up to understand the effects of the panels over a crop system. When testing lettuces, they found that “... lettuces can maintain relatively high yields under PV, in the (half density) shade treatment and, for some varieties, in the (full density) treatment in spring growing conditions.”127 Dupraz and Marrou also saw water savings in lettuces under panels, with lettuces also adapting to lower light conditions by growing more mass than expected based on the sunlight delivered, specifically growing fewer but larger leaves.128 129 They point out that if sunlight is managed (possibly by tracking panels) and extra light is allowed for especially the juvenile part of the plant’s life, it can grow close to full production.130

Following up on their work, other researchers did a study at the same site as Dupraz and Marrou — but now with tracking panels added. The researchers tested the full-density plot and half-density plot along with two separate tracking plots, one that maximized power production and one that maximized sunlight for the lettuce crops. The best producing system was the power-production-focused tracking system, which was able to achieve 67-77% of normal agricultural production while also achieving 60-90% more electricity production than a full-density static solar array (due to the trackers’ ability to capture more energy). The standard tracking system’s LER value was always above 1.5 for all three seasons tested.131

In addition to these studies, researchers in Italy conducted a simulation of maize growing under a real solar tracking system. The researchers simulated 39 years of crop production, and found that growing maize under panels led to less variability and better performance in water-stressed years. While the panel shaded areas performed better in many respects, maize growth under panels performed worse in regular water years. The researchers got LERs ranging between two to three attributed to how well the maize grew and how much energy they made as compared to a normal maize field and a fixed solar system.132

These studies’ results are quite informative but mixed. Raised panel systems can produce relatively well, especially factoring in both crops and electricity production and considering the productivity of the system as a whole, but raised systems do not always perform well in terms of crop production (especially in less heat/water-stressed years). These studies also offer up a new frame to look at panels over crop systems as a light management system in which tracking panel systems can regulate the amount of sunlight and heat reaching the crops. Strategies based on these studies can be applied to future systems such as light management, crop selection (lettuces are adaptive), and utilization in more arid climates that need the water efficiency provided by these systems.

These European studies constituted the first investigations of agrivoltaic development and have been followed by studies done here in the U.S. The University of Massachusetts Amherst did a study of vegetable growth under a somewhat unique panel array of fixed, raised, and spaced-out panels. The study was conducted over two years and tested the growth of broccoli, swiss chard, kale, pepper, cabbage, and common beans. In the summers of 2016 and 2017, vegetables in full sunlight generally grew better than those in shade, but 2016’s hot summer led to the cabbage failing due to heat stress and the shaded beans doing better than the full sun beans.133 These results add to the idea that agrivoltaics are beneficial in hotter conditions and often will not produce the same yield as full-sun conditions. There are questions as to how representative this study is due to the unique array setup, which is worth keeping in mind.134
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Greg Barron-Gafford started his involvement with solar as a University of Arizona plant ecologist studying the effects of plants on the microclimates around solar arrays five years ago. Since then, he has been focused on agrivoltaic research, with a focus on system challenges and benefits in an arid region such as Tucson, Ariz. Greg explains that many crops get too hot during the day, and the panels protect the plants during these dangerous sun exposure times. Somewhat opposite of this, at night, the area under the panels actually stays warmer and the panels can prevent dangerous frost events, providing yet another benefit to the crops. In terms of water, panel shade reduces direct sunlight on the crops, suppressing evaporation rates and leading to water savings. Through his research, Greg has found that farmers can achieve similar levels of food production beneath solar panels as full-sun environments using significantly less water.

As the effects of climate change become more and more pronounced in the U.S., Greg notes that longer periods of drought followed by heavy rains are predicted for the future. As it turns out, growing crops under the solar panels moderate that variability. Shading, frost prevention, and water savings under the panels moderate seasonal variation and can extend the growing season. Anecdotally, Greg has worked with school programs to plant under their arrays, and has seen impressive results from this moderation of the climate in which the crops grow. Experimental trials have shown that they can produce three crops of carrots as opposed to one by extending the growing season start and end. They also can grow lettuce and basil during the winter when there is usually frost.

On some other sites, Greg’s team rotates crops under the panels to see what works well. In Arizona it is often too hot to grow tomatoes in the summer, but below panels they were able to
get both a summer and a fall crop. Up to this point, Greg and his team have grown tomatoes, jalapeños, kale, broccoli, chard, carrots, sweet potatoes, melons, basil, cilantro, lemongrass, and chiltepin (wild pepper) all under panels. In these experiments, their team saw jalapeños had a small reduction in yield, and broccoli had a major reduction in yield — but the broccoli result is likely due to the fact that it needs to freeze at certain times to grow correctly and the panels kept the area too warm at night. Most of the crops have either been close to matching or matched the yield of crops in full-sun conditions, and in some cases have produced more. In addition to matching yields, major water savings were achieved on the dual-use plots, confirming and furthering the results of the European studies.

In a new study titled: Agrivoltaics Provide Mutual Benefits Across the Food-Energy-Water Nexus in Drylands, Greg’s team tested cherry tomatoes, jalapeño, and native peppers under a raised system (3.3 meters high) much like some of the other systems tested. In their general conclusions, the researchers stated: “We find that shading by the PV panels provides multiple additive and synergistic benefits, including reduced plant drought stress, greater food production, and reduced PV panel heat stress.” More specifically, when growing a native pepper under the panels, the pepper’s fruit production tripled. In addition, the jalapeños grew just as well as full-sun conditions but were 157% more water efficient. For cherry tomatoes, the plants used less water (they were 65% more water efficient), and: “Ultimately, total fruit production was twice as great under the PV panels of the agrivoltaic system than the traditional growing environment.” Water savings were remarkable in this experiment, and the researchers were able to show that soil water lasted two days under panels compared to two hours in the full sun, meaning they can water the system every two days as compared to twice a day.

In addition to the water savings, the researchers also saw a direct benefit of the plants on the panels: Lower daytime temperatures led to better panel efficiency. While different types of panels perform differently, the researchers note that for every 1°C increase in temperature above 25°C, panel efficiency decreases by 0.6%. With the crops underneath the panels, though, “...temperature reductions documented here in the growing months of May-July from the co-location system lead to a 3% increase in generation over those months, and a 1% increase in generation annually.” These increases in efficiency can make a big difference in the economics of a solar project. This paper notes that the delineation between crop production and electricity
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production is not helpful when considering new innovations like agrivoltaics: “...this either-or discourse drives many policies and development decisions around conservation practices, land and water allotments for agriculture, and permitting for large-scale renewable energy installations. However, we may require a more holistic and integrated approach centered at the nexus of food, energy, and water system studies.”

Greg adds that solar and agriculture should not be seen as a zero-sum-game in terms of land use as there is a nexus between the two that needs to be acknowledged.

More locally, Oregon and Washington are at the forefront of these topics in the form of Oregon State University’s Nexus of Energy, Water and Agriculture Laboratory (NEWAg) program. As part of this program, researcher Chad Higgins and others are looking into both solar grazing and agrivoltaics, as discussed above. Additionally, researchers are looking into tomato plant growth underneath solar panels and specifically getting reference data for an agrivoltaic crop for modeling future systems and their growing potential.

Somewhat separately, researcher Amy Garrett has a project looking into dry farming (non-irrigated) vegetable crops in western Oregon, with one of her test sites using a solar array. At this site, Amy is growing different crops in four separate alleyways in between panels. Two of these alleyways have dry potatoes and one is growing dry beans. The final alleyway is planted with winter squash, tomatoes, and watermelons. Each crop is planted in both a part-shade plot and a full-sun plot to test the difference in yields. This work is part of a three-year contract with NREL and Pine Gate Renewables to explore whether panels could help dry farming, especially given the water savings seen in other studies. With the Northwest taking a lead on agrivoltaic research, the lessons learned in these projects will be directly applicable to this dual-use application in the region.
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Agrivoltaics in Action: Part 1

One of the first commercial-scale forms of agrivoltaics is being implemented in 2020. BlueWave Solar is working with farmer Paul Knowlton on bringing this innovative system to life on his farm. Paul’s family has been farming their land in Grafton, Mass. for over 150 years and Paul hopes to keep the farm going for future generations. As a vegetable and livestock farmer, he could benefit from consistent revenue that adds support to his variable revenue from agricultural activities. In addition, parts of his land go unused, as it is too expensive and risky to raise livestock or grow vegetables on all of his land. To give Paul the benefit of consistent income and use of his land, he worked with BlueWave Solar to develop a 2.6 MW project followed by a 3.7 MW project a few years later. With the lease payments he has received and will receive in the future, Paul is working on building a greenhouse, upgrading equipment, and making a processing plant for his products. These projects have also allowed his daughter to quit her off-farm job to work on the farm as it is now economically viable.

As the first two projects were successful in supporting his farm, Paul has now moved ahead on another project, this time incorporating dual-use agrivoltaic strategies. It is a 13-acre, 3 MW project set to begin production in the spring of 2020. The site has 2.8 MW reserved for rotational grazing of yearling cattle and 330 kW reserved for growing vegetables underneath. While cattle are not often suitable for grazing these sites, the racking system is strong enough to prevent damage from the yearlings. The system has panels raised 8-10 feet off the ground and somewhat spread out, dimensions that allow the cattle to pass under and reduce shading of the crops. This project is being followed up by another 3 MW agrivoltaic system in southern Massachusetts to be built by BlueWave. This second array is planned to be a storage-backed community solar project that grows butternut squash underneath. The project will provide an important basis for farm succession planning and farmland conservation as it will allow the current farmer to retire in a few years and will provide incentives for new farmers to work on the property rather than liquidating the land for a housing subdivision. These systems are two of the first to take advantage of an incentive for solar combined with agriculture in the state as part of the SMART program (as will be discussed later) and will receive six additional cents per kWh for their solar production as long as they keep up
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production of both energy and agriculture. Paul and the farmer in southern Massachusetts will both directly receive a large portion of that incentive with the rest split between improvements on their farms and BlueWave. Paul’s site will provide data on yield and other metrics for researchers at UMass Amherst, and BlueWave is collecting data on the array to inform other projects. BlueWave states that “these projects are a first-of-their-kind example for other farms in the region; representing a new revenue stream while conserving agricultural land, maximizing agricultural output and reducing carbon emissions.” Paul’s farm and others are commercializing this technology and showing that these systems can work right here in the United States.

Agrivoltaics in Action: Part 2
Developers in the Northwest are seriously considering agrivoltaic systems and the many benefits they offer. Cypress Creek Renewables is planning a 10 MW project in Klamath County, Ore., that proposes to farm native seeds below raised panels along with hosting an apiary on-site. The site, therefore, would produce clean energy, crops, apiary products, support pollinators, and provide other ecological benefits. Called the Merrill Project, this would be the largest commercial agrivoltaic system in the U.S., and make the Northwest a leader in this type of dual-use solar development. The benefits of such a project would include the creation of local renewable energy and the continuation of farming the land. The new system would move away from a crop that is water intensive toward native plants that conserve water. This new native plant production would result in improved soil stability and water infiltration. In this model, the revenues from the solar farm will help subsidize the high upfront cost to start the farming/pollinator/apiary site as high-
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value native seeds require a significant upfront investment. The benefits to the local economy include part- and full-time farming jobs in addition to the jobs associated with the solar project. The benefits also include establishment of a local apiary and honey/queen business as well as support for native planting organizations. This project could also help provide seeds for other solar arrays requiring native seed which are in short supply in southern Oregon. As of the writing of this report, the project is currently in local permitting proceedings seeking approval. The Merrill Project demonstrates interest from solar developers in the region to innovate and implement multifunctional farming attributes in their project designs.  

Agrivoltaics is coming into the commercial phase in the U.S., with Oregon being at the forefront of both research and potential commercialization. There is still a good deal of work to be done to scale this type of system commercially and set up business models that work for both farmers and developers. Agrivoltaics have a good base of research, and the Northwest will benefit from continued investigation by the region’s existing research centers, which have a legacy of leadership in pioneering agricultural practices needed to meet the Northwest’s future needs. Incentives would also help this concept grow to scale and replicate the benefits expected from the Knowlton and Merrill projects.
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Dual-use Policy Trends

Around the U.S., state and local governments have begun to experiment with policy designed to support dual-use solar practices. These policies can help inform what Oregon and Washington might do to support multifunctional solar.

Northwest

Before looking outward, the Northwest already has a policy that supports dual-use solar development. As mentioned in the section on Energy and Land-use Policy, the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission recently adopted a rule that bans solar from class I and II soils and prime and unique farmland, but provides for an eight-acre increase in project size for dual-use solar projects on other high-value soils. The rules define dual-use solar as “developing the same area of land for both a photovoltaic solar power generation facility and for farm use.” While this definition does include agrivoltaics and grazing, the rule does not directly address pollinator-friendly or conservation dual-use when it comes to the acreage step-up. In addition, the step-up in acreage is temporary (only valid through 2021), which presents a limited policy model when looking to incentivize dual-use solar in the longer term.

Pollinator Scorecard

Looking elsewhere around the country, the most common policy approach found in relation to dual-use development is the pollinator scorecard. While not all scorecards are the same, they are generally voluntary evaluation tools that a developer will fill out if they want their project to be labelled pollinator-friendly. Currently, there are scorecards in Minnesota, Michigan, New York, South Carolina, Maryland, Vermont, and Illinois. For example in Minnesota, sites can only claim to be pollinator-friendly if they abide by the pollinator plan set out by a government body and publicly publish their vegetation management plan. Their scorecard, which they label as a “Pollinator Habitat Assessment”, includes questions about how much of the area will be covered by wildflowers and native species, how much diversity there is in the plants,
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whether the plants bloom in different seasons, and what insecticides might have been used on
the site. The site gets points for more wildflower/native cover, as well as plant diversity, and it
loses points for items such as insecticide use. If the site scores over 70 out of 100, it can be
designated as pollinator-friendly. A site that receives a pollinator-friendly designation may
have an easier time gaining community acceptance and a smoother permitting process, as the
designation shows a dedication toward developing solar with best practices. Rob Davis, who
runs the Center for Pollinators in Energy at Fresh Energy, thinks of these policies as incremental
changes that can make a meaningful benefit. These scorecards help set standards for what
pollinator-friendly solar should include and are flexible as they work on a points system.
Although these scorecards provide a nudge, they are generally not tied to a tangible
incentive or permitting processes and, therefore, should be considered merely a tool to
support dual-use solar.

Michigan offers an example of one tangible incentive — more land access — that promotes
and values multifunctional solar. A recent executive order from the governor allows 3.3
million acres of protected land under the Farmland and Open Space Program to be leased by
pollinator-friendly solar projects. These lands can already be leased for other energy activities
like oil, gas, and wind generation, but now solar projects that achieve at least a 76 on the state's
pollinator scorecard also qualify. This policy aims to add a lot more pollinator habitat on these
lands to support the pollinator-dependent agriculture in the state, as well as help preserve the
health of the land for future agricultural use.

SMART Adder

Another program that actively incentivizes some of these dual-use strategies comes from the
Bay State in the form of the Solar Massachusetts Renewable Target Program (SMART). This
program offers a base cents-per-kilowatt-hour tariff to solar generation sold in the state with
several adders that can offer a higher rate per kilowatt-hour on top of the base value —
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provided a project meets certain conditions.\textsuperscript{156} These adders incentivize certain types of solar development, and one of the highest adders creates an incentive for “Agricultural Solar Generation Units.” This adder tacks on an additional 6 cents per kilowatt-hour to the base rate if a project is built on land designated for agriculture and active agricultural use continues through the life of the project. To qualify, a project must raise its panels high off of the ground and not shade the ground over 50%, as well as report annually on agricultural production.\textsuperscript{157}

As there has been a lot of scrutiny of solar projects on farm and forest land in the state, the adder was worked on and accepted as a compromise to support solar combined with farming. The details of the adder were hard fought, with developers wanting the size of the projects to be capped at 5 MW but with opponents looking at a 1 MW limit. In the end, developers were happy with the 6-cent adder, and land-use advocates were able to keep the system size cap down to 2 MW. In practice, the 2 MW limit is cost prohibitive to many developers, and only a few dual-use solar projects have been approved under this system.\textsuperscript{158} In addition, the policy requirements put a static number on panel height and shading effects.\textsuperscript{159} These stringent specifications can conflict with the dynamic needs of the crops grown under the systems. Beyond those concerns, farmland advocates were disappointed to see the standards fail to differentiate between different types of agricultural use such as grazing and crop production, even though pasture lands and crop lands are distinct. They also note that the requirements for these projects, such as shading or panel height, are too constraining and can lead to solar projects being built on land designated for farmland without dual-use and with a lower incentive.\textsuperscript{160}

The SMART program adder is meant to encourage agrivoltaics through an active incentive. The policy has fallen short of its goals at a couple key junctures, with prescriptive and inflexible rules over project size and array design leading to only a few projects going forward under this adder. One takeaway from the policy is the reporting requirement, which provides a trigger for removing the incentive if a project does not meet its approved agricultural practices on the site.
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Tax Incentives

One more policy that actively incentivizes dual-use development comes from Rhode Island. In May 2019, the state implemented legislation passed in 2017 that changed its taxation policy for Farm, Forest, and Open Space Land by exempting some solar and all dual-use from a land-use change tax.\footnote{250-40 R.I.Code R. 20-1.5 \url{https://rules.sos.ri.gov/regulations/part/250-40-20-1}} This change took away a tax penalty for land-use change if the landowner converts less than 20% of farmland designated under the Farm, Forest, and Open Space program to renewable energy with dual-use completely exempted from that 20% calculation. In the newly implemented regulation, dual-use is defined as when agriculture is allowed to continue under solar, with agriculture including crop cultivation, livestock, and beekeeping. Beyond the exemption from the land-use change tax, the land can be designated as farmland for taxation purposes under “Renewable Farmland” as long as the dual-use site reports annually about electricity and crop production.\footnote{44-27 R.I. Code R. 10.1 \url{http://webserver.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes/TITLE44/44-27/44-27-10.1.HTM}} \footnote{250-40 R.I.Code R. 20-1.6 \url{https://rules.sos.ri.gov/regulations/part/250-40-20-1}} This new policy demonstrates how states are experimenting with various policy levers to demonstrate their interest in supporting dual-use solar projects.

NC Choices

The last piece of policy to mention is a creative use of a USDA grant program from North Carolina. NC Choices is an initiative of an extension program from North Carolina’s land-grant universities that focuses on supporting local food networks for pasture-raised meats.\footnote{“NC Choices.” Center for Environmental Farming Systems. July 10, 2019. Accessed July 12, 2019. \url{https://cefs.ncsu.edu/food-system-initiatives/nc-choices/}.} NC Choices is currently the recipient of a USDA Beginning Farmer and Rancher grant to increase meat raising, especially through novel land acquisition strategies, as land access is a major issue for meat producers. One of those land acquisition strategies is dual-use grazing on solar. The program provides three-year grants that help beginning sheep farmers connect with solar projects to graze their animals. The program is quite small, but NC Choices partnered with a couple of major solar companies to connect farmers to nearby sites that fit their flock size.\footnote{Lee Menius (NC Choices), in discussion with the author, 2019.} This program offers a solution to the concerns mentioned in the grazing dual-use section where an agriculture extension program works as a connector between developers and farmers to promote land access and a dual-use solar vegetation management strategy.
While mostly focused on the East Coast and Midwest, dual-use policy is popping up in many places around the country. Pollinator scorecards are the most widespread policy, but lack a true incentive and regulatory structure for dual-use development. Examples from Massachusetts to Rhode Island show what financial levers can be pulled and offer some lessons learned in terms of policy innovations and policy challenges. Finally, organizations like NC Choices have been innovative with policy and securing grants to build connections between solar and agricultural interests. The next challenge is to learn from these first experiments and see what can be brought back to the Northwest in terms of new ideas and lessons learned.
Dual-use in the Northwest

Dual-use solar can come in many forms, each with discrete benefits and challenges; overall, it represents an innovative way of making solar-energy production a multifunctional system. This next section focuses on the potential benefits and challenges of dual-use solar applications in Oregon and Washington.

Dual-use systems could be quite helpful in the future as climate change becomes more of a factor in this region. Changes to the climate will hurt the agricultural community as climate extremes impact crop yields and quality, which in turn affect financial viability. Solar systems in general, but specifically dual-use systems, can help build farm and farmer resilience in the region. The first way solar can help is through the additional income stream from solar, which will support farmers dealing with increased climate variability and natural disasters. One major threat to farmers is soil erosion, which is likely to increase greatly due to climate change. Dual-use solar can help build resilience to soil erosion through the use of pollinator-friendly and native species. These deep-rooted plants increase water infiltration, potentially reducing irrigation needs in dry periods and reducing the impact of dangerous stormwater run-off during heavy precipitation events.

Continuing in this vein, the National Climate Assessment states that during the recent 2015 drought: “The reduced availability of water for irrigation coupled with heat stress impacted production and livestock health.” The report notes that the Northwest region is already vulnerable to climate variability like droughts, and these will only continue to grow more common.166 These likely events are coupled with the fact that: “Projected warmer and drier summer seasons will likely reduce forage quality and quantity.”167 Dual-use grazing systems offer resiliency against these issues as heat stress on animals like sheep can be reduced simply through the shading of the panels. This same shading can offer habitat for forage to continue growing into the hotter months, as well as water conservation. As forage is reduced by a hotter and drier climate, dual-use solar projects can offer a resilient system for forage growth to support livestock around the region.

Finally, in terms of crop production, Oregon’s 2017 Climate Report states that: “Improved irrigation and efficient water management strategies will be necessary to resiliently handle heat
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and drought stress and longer growing seasons.” Planting crops under solar in agrivoltaic systems can be one of those water management strategies that reduces heat stress (with the help of increased shading), and allows for better water efficiency of crops. Agrivoltaic systems are a complex and somewhat more expensive method of dual-use, but will increase in value as water conservation and drought-tolerance become more of a necessity.

Beyond the immediate impact of dual-use systems in response to the climate threat, the adverse impacts mentioned in the Climate Report could be lessened if the Northwest and the rest of the country are able to transition to clean energy and avoid the highest emission scenarios. Installing dual-use solar brings clean energy onto our grid and displaces coal and gas in the region. Both Oregon and Washington have set targets for zero-carbon electricity generation, and some of it will likely need to be placed on land designated for farming because of siting constraints. Farms and farmers can benefit economically from diversified land use that works for climate resilience, and there are natural synergies between solar and farms that dual-use solar can facilitate with minimal loss of acreage available for agricultural production.

Looking beyond the climate context, dual-use systems have a place in the Northwest, and can have numerous benefits when applied to appropriate landscapes. Dual-use solar is already commercially developed in the region. Pollinator-friendly solar is currently under operation, and apiaries on solar with honey production are operating and expanding to more sites in the region. In Oregon there is a sheep-grazing operation on a solar project and interest from sheep farmers in doing more. The Merrill solar project, while not yet in operation, demonstrates an intent by developers to apply agrivoltaics. With support from policy makers, these types of projects could be applied to a variety of agricultural lands and soil types. There is great potential to allow farmers to innovate and implement precision farming that utilizes shading from panels as a resource (both for crops and grazing) and increases the overall productivity of the land.

Agrivoltaic dual-use projects involve crop farming and, as such, will need to be placed in areas with good soils that support the production of crops. In arid landscapes, dual-use solar projects may be more challenging due to low rainfall and restrictions on irrigation. In these regions, it would be hard to plant native seeds or support large amounts of forage without irrigation. However, grazing or native pollinator habitat dual-use applications might be possible in these
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arid regions with the improved water efficiency and shading provided by the panels. With proper planning, dual-use solar projects could support habitats for pollinators and migratory birds, as well as help along on-going efforts around invasive species control and restoration of native plants. That possible outcome, however, is still speculative, and it must be recognized that dual-use solar will not fit everywhere.

Additionally, it is worth considering developing dual-use solar projects on public lands going forward. In both Oregon and Washington, there are large amounts of state-owned lands that are often leased for commercial activity. Washington State’s Department of Natural Resources lands consist of 3-million acres of federally granted trust lands that raise revenue to support public institutions. These lands are often leased for agricultural activities, logging, and — most commonly — grazing, but have also been leased for energy production. To date, two Washington projects have sought out solar land leases, totaling around 1,000 acres. These developments are seen as a win for the state as solar is a higher and better use of the land than grazing alone, especially with grazing only bringing in $2 per acre per year and solar bringing in $300-1,000 per acre and proceeds going to the common school fund. In Oregon, solar development has not occurred on Oregon state lands, but there has been interest. As in Washington, money that is collected from state lands goes directly to the Oregon common school fund. If state lands were able to incorporate dual-use solar, they could also implement conservation measures or grazing. Both states are looking for ways to increase the income these lands bring in, and they can possibly do so responsibly by leasing to dual-use solar projects.
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When done right, dual-use solar provides benefits to agriculture in the region by supporting farmers and farming communities, continuing agricultural production on-site, providing habitat to much needed pollinators, and improving groundwater recharge and reducing runoff. We need these benefits in our region where we see growing threats to the economics of farming, threats to pollinators, and threats to water availability. Dual-use solar projects are currently operating and in the planning stages, however more policy clarity could ensure future solar projects are developed in a manner that complements and supports our region’s farming and conservation goals, as well as our clean energy goals.
Potential Strategies for Encouraging Dual-use Solar in Oregon and Washington

Dual-use solar is an innovative and collaborative strategy that supports conservation and agriculture. Each type of dual-use solar described in this report is feasible and achievable in the Northwest, with pollinator-friendly dual-use, conservation dual-use, and grazing dual-use being the most accessible, and agrivoltaics being at the beginning of commercialization. While dual-use solar will not necessarily make sense everywhere, it does help to address concerns over impacts to agriculture and conservation efforts. Going forward, if stakeholders want to encourage the development of policies that acknowledge the benefits of dual-use solar and encourage its application in both Oregon and Washington, several strategies could be considered.

First, both states could acknowledge dual-use solar as a method for developing solar that is compatible with agriculture. This option starts with a flexible and dynamic definition of dual-use that recognizes that different types of dual-use strategies work for different geographic conditions, soil characteristics, and local contexts. This option would require reviewing the definitions of solar generation, farmland, and farm uses to ensure that our laws do not inadvertently preclude dual-use solar practices. There could also be a review of local and state level policies to identify those that could be updated to accommodate appropriate dual-use solar development. In Oregon, this may include reviewing the state land-use goals for how they value dual-use solar in land-use decisions across the state. In addition, modifying the definition of mitigation for solar developments and considering dual-use applications of native habitat and pollinator species for on-site mitigation could be considered.

Second, Oregon and Washington could allow dual-use development on all agricultural soil types as long as regulations and incentives match the non-solar (agricultural) use to the quality of the land and local agricultural economy. Any agricultural use that is paired with solar will need appropriate soil to succeed. Regulations should allow the consideration of dual-use solar on high quality soils if a project can ensure the continued utilization of quality soils for agricultural production. Additionally, farmers and landowners could be empowered to decide if and which soils on their own property are best for appropriate dual-use solar.
Third, establishing solar development best practices for dual-use solar projects (from pollinator-friendly to agrivoltaics) could facilitate siting and permitting projects. Additionally, permitting costs for projects that adhere to these best practices could be lower as an incentive. Best practices for dual-use solar projects may help counties in the region permit projects and understand when a project is making real efforts to be multifunctional. Indeed, a project’s adherence to best practices could even be formally established in local ordinances or comprehensive plans or adopted by a permitting body as a condition of project approval on a case-by-case basis. These best practices could be written as flexible standards, since conditions vary from site-to-site and new innovations continue to occur. Best practices could include limiting grading and soil compaction, planting native or pollinator species, continuing or adding livestock production (sheep or bees), continuing or adding crop production below the panels, and planning for decommissioning. The best practices could also include noxious/invasive weed control, dust control, and fire abatement, which several types of dual-use development can address.

Local planning and permitting authorities as well as solar developers can ensure that solar projects are compatible with local economies and environments to the greatest extent possible. This process of ensuring compatibility starts with authorities and the solar developer consulting local farmers and community members on how to adapt the solar project to the community. When considering a dual-use solar project, these parties — from the developer and authorities to local farmers and community members — can ensure adequate resources or investments are being made in the region for and as a result of dual-use solar application. Such resources may include access to native seeds, as supplies are often limited and early communication with seed farmers may be necessary to have enough seed in time for seeding the solar site. Such resources also include whatever is necessary to sustain the livestock or crops to be grown in conjunction with the panels, as dual-use solar projects should be set up to ensure that both uses can succeed. When considering dual-use solar projects, permitting authorities could address potential negative impacts to nearby agricultural practices and consider impacts to wildlife as well.
In a region with complex and multi-jurisdictional land-use regimes, decision makers could strive for continuity when designing policy to support dual-use solar development. This could be achieved by establishing state-specific model ordinances that can be adopted at a local level for permitting and zoning. Each state’s model ordinance could begin with a clear and flexible definition of dual-use. It could also include permitting standards that are dynamic and allow for responsible development of solar projects where they fit the context of the land. Finally, it could include success measurement standards with financial assurances. For model ordinances that support dual-use solar, mechanisms for compliance could be included that enable authorities to track project milestones and compliance measures, such as yearly reporting or inspections for the project to maintain its dual-use solar status.

Department of Natural Resources’ land in Washington and State Lands in Oregon are potential locations for dual-use solar development that conserves soil and natural habitat or co-locates with grazing and agriculture. These lands can get a higher and better use by combining solar with agricultural practices, and dual-use solar projects can support other goals such as continuing farming or land conservation. All of the revenue from these projects goes toward schools in both states and supports education in the region.

Both states could consider giving developers and farmers financial or other tangible incentives to develop solar projects with best practices that provide all of the benefits described above. The SMART program and the Rhode Island tax incentive recognize that dual-use projects, especially agrivoltaics, should be encouraged and might need some support in getting off the ground. State and local governments in the Northwest could consider financial incentives such as property tax benefits, or permitting incentives such as relief from regulations that prohibit solar on certain agricultural soils for dual-use solar projects. In addition, allowing farmers who create a multifunctional farming system with dual-use solar to continue to receive the benefit of agricultural use of their land would be another type of incentive.

Finally, Oregon and Washington could empower farmers to be innovators and reap the benefits of combining solar production with agricultural practices. A tool to connect farmers with solar developers at an early stage in project development could help make dual-use solar easier for both. Empowering innovation could also include providing more funding for research on dual-use solar systems in different settings and sharing of best practices with farmers looking to get involved.
Conclusion

Dual-use solar comes in many shapes and sizes, and offers a way for clean-energy development to work in tandem with land conservation and active agriculture. Dual-use solar includes pollinator-friendly dual-use, conservation dual-use, grazing dual-use, and agrivoltaics. Updated land-use laws and regulations could recognize the value of dual-use solar, and allow projects onto lands designated for agriculture as they provide economic, environmental, and land-conservation benefits to farmers and the region as a whole.

Allowing more dual-use solar would not result in the build out of solar across all lands designated for agriculture. Even under the most aggressive build out, solar would take up a very small fraction of agricultural land in the Northwest and countrywide. Farmland is subject to a number of development threats that, unlike solar, do not allow continued agricultural practices and are more permanent. Outright bans or moratoriums on utility scale solar development are not well tailored to incentivizing thoughtful siting of solar projects, do not allow for innovation leading to an establishment of best practices, and leave farmers seeking to supplement their farming income with few options besides off-farm income or selling to residential or commercial development.

While some aspects of dual-use solar are still in early development, the research presented in this report demonstrates that dual-use solar provides benefits to farmers, the food system, community members, community governments, and the climate. Dual-use solar can also provide benefits to solar developers. Developers should consider how they might incorporate dual-use principles into every project in the Northwest in the future. The Northwest is ready for the next step in renewable-energy development, and dual-use solar offers the region the opportunity to boldly pursue its climate and agricultural goals.
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